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4.1 DECK– PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
The bridge deck provides a riding surface for traffic utilizing the bridge, but also functions to
transfer the dead and live loads to the other bridge components and to protect the underlying
elements.
MnDOT guidelines for bridge deck maintenance are designed to extend the service life of inplace bridge decks which have not been programmed for contract repairs. Maintenance repairs
should be continued until the total usable life of the deck is expended and removal and
replacement is warranted. The determination of the useable life of bridge elements should
follow MnDOT’s most recent Bridge Preservation and Improvement Guidelines.
Deck preventive maintenance activities generally focus on a top-down approach, with the
overall goal of keeping water, debris and chlorides away from sensitive elements of the bridge,
thus enhancing service life. Although the deck is designed to carry traffic loads, it also protects
the components below from water, debris and salt concentrations, similar to the roof on a
house. Decks must be kept watertight and clean to perform this protective function. In addition,
when decks have separate wearing surfaces, those surfaces must be kept watertight to protect
and preserve the underlying deck concrete.
Maintenance Field Note:
As with all highway-related work, traffic, environmental, and safety impacts need to be considered prior
to performing bridge maintenance work.

Similarly, joints must be kept watertight, or water will reach the beams, bearings, or substructure
concrete below, causing deterioration. Drainage systems, designed to carry surface water safely
off the deck and away from the bridge, must be kept clean to ensure water flow. Plugged
drainage systems allow water to pond on the deck where it will eventually attack critical bridge
elements.
Most of these activities can be readily performed by in-house forces and are cost-effective
investments.

4.1.1 FLUSHING
Flushing is a preventive maintenance activity performed to remove concentrated corrosive salt
mixtures, waste and debris from decks, drains, beam ends, truss members, connection plates,
expansion joints, bearings and bridge seats. Elements exposed to heavy traffic spray and
elements below joints are especially prone to collecting dirt, debris and salt. These salt and
debris concentrations retain unwanted moisture and accelerate deterioration of structural steel,
steel reinforcement, and the scaling of concrete. Flushing can delay this deterioration and
extend the service life of the elements.
An eLearning module for flushing is available for MnDOT employees on the Learning Center as
course BRDG00037 BRIDGE FLUSHING EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS and for other
agencies on the MnDOT Bridge Training website.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Flushing is charged to
Source Type Code 2837 Bridge Flushing and the Bridge Project ID. Flushing can also be charged to a
general bridge project ID; however, it is not as accurate for determining life cycle costs. In all cases,
flushing should also be documented per bridge in the SIMS Flushing Tab.
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4.1.1.1 Criteria and Frequency
Bridges are typically flushed in the spring after snow and ice season to remove de-icing salt that
can lead to corrosion and debris that restrict elements to function properly. The goal is to flush
every bridge annually or as often as constraints allow.
Flushing also provides an opportunity to perform a bridge assessment and document any
maintenance needs.
4.1.1.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection
Dust Mask

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Flushing water tanker unit with a high volume, low pressure water pump system (approx.
100 psi)
Rubber Hose and Fire Hose Nozzle
Mechanical Sweeper, Hand Brooms
Snooper or other vehicle if needed for access
Shovels and Rakes

Material:
•

Municipal water source with no additives

4.1.1.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – FOLLOW ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Follow environmental guidelines for protecting storm drain systems and waterways. Best
management practices may need to be implemented around storm drains and deck drains.
Schedule work to minimize impacts to protectected species.
• In accordance with MnDOT policy and in compliance with the Federal Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, 50 CFR 21.41, the destruction of swallows and other protected birds will be
avoided by conducting work outside of the nesting season. The nesting season is
approximately May 1st through September 1st (inclusive). Unoccupied bird nests (no
eggs or young) may be removed.
• Bats use a variety of habitats for day and night-time roosts, including trees, caves, and
man-made structures such as bridges and buildings. Avoid activities that may impact
bats utilizing bridges as habitats between May 1st and September 30th.
Check inspection reports for the presence of protected birds and bats (Element 900) prior to
planning flushing operations. Plan to flush bridges that are identified as having protected
species prior to May 1st or after September 30th. Perform a visual inspection onsite prior to
flushing any bridge. If there are bats or evidence of bats present at the site, contact Chris
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Smith, MnDOT Protected Species Coordinator at 651-366-3605 or
christopher.e.smith@state.mn.us to discuss options.
Maintenance Field Note:
Flushing performed only on the top of the deck is not anticipated to impact protected species.
More information surrounding protected species can be found on the MnDOT Envionrmental
Stewardship Protected Species webpage.
STEP 2 – SWEEP THE BRIDGE
Collect material and debris from the bridge deck by mechanical and manual sweeping generally
no more than two weeks prior to flushing operation.
Manage the sweepings per the Management of Street Sweepings guidance document located
on the Regulated Materials webpage.

STEP 3 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
STEP 4 – REMOVE TRASH
Remove trash and large debris from the bridge deck, joints, drains and elements below the deck
prior to flushing. Some crews may also use a vactor to clean out the joints and drains. Best
management practices may also need to be considered around drainage structures prior to
flushing.
STEP 5 – FLUSH TOP OF BRIDGE
Use a municipal water source with no additives.
Flush the top of the bridge starting from the high points of the deck at centerline and flush
toward the curb or bridge barrier. Progress in a back and forth motion until all of the water and
debris is along the front face of the curb or barrier. Flush the barrier face and other elements at
the edge of the driving surface. Continue flushing the debris and water along the curb line
toward the end of the bridge, directing water to the catch basin at the end of the approach
panel.
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Carefully avoid excessive pressure that may damage paint, grout, or other materials. Care
should be taken to collect and properly dispose of any dislodged paint chips.
STEP 6 – FLUSH EXPANSION JOINTS
Perform a visual inspection prior to flushing expansion joints. If there are bats or evidence of
bats present at the site, contact Chris Smith, MnDOT Protected Species Coordinator at 651366-3605 or christopher.e.smith@state.mn.us to discuss options prior to flushing.
It is important to remove dirt and debris within an expansion joint to allow the joint to function
(move freely) as intended. If the joint is hindered by debris, it can cause gland deterioration and
joint spalling. Debris in joints will also allow vehicle tire loads to push down on the gland,
resulting in torn or pulled out glands.
Begin flushing at one end of the expansion joint and continue along the length of the joint
toward the other side to remove all of the accumulated dirt and debris.
After the joint is clean, assess the condition of the joint and the gland. Document any issues
and repairs that are needed.
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STEP 7 – FLUSH THE DRAIN STRUCTURES
Flush the deck drains and drainage structures. Control the water pressure and avoid
discharging sediment and debris into streams and other surface-water bodies. Best
management practices may need to be considered around drainage structures prior to flushing.
Check that the drainage system is clean and functioning. Confirm that water drains off of the
deck without splashing onto any of the bridge elements. Note any drainage deficiencies or
repairs needed.

STEP 8 – COLLECT SEDIMENT/REMOVE TRASH AND DEBRIS PRIOR TO FLUSHING
BELOW DECK
Employ a reasonable effort to collect any sediment that may settle after flushing and manage
with street sweeping.
When sediment is deposited in vegetation, spread thinly and evenly into the vegetated slope at
a thickness which will allow grasses to grow. The maximum allowable thickness is 1/2" to 3/4".
Remove and manage trash and large debris prior to flushing below the bridge deck.
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STEP 9 – FLUSH ELEMENTS BELOW THE BRIDGE
Perform a visual inspection prior to flushing elements below the bridge. If there are bats or
evidence of bats present at the site, contact Chris Smith, MnDOT Protected Species
Coordinator at 651-366-3605 or christopher.e.smith@state.mn.us to discuss options prior to
flushing.
Flush superstructure and substructure elements such as beam ends, diaphragms, bearings,
connections, truss members, bridge seats and slope protection. Elements directly below
expansion joints are especially prone to collecting dirt, waste, salt concentrations and debris.
Flushing these underlying elements after the deck has been flushed will help to preserve these
elements. It is also important to flush any substructure elements that are exposed to salt spray
or debris build up.

Some elements, such as beam ends and bearing areas at the piers may require special access
equipment in order to perform the work.
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4.1.2 DECK CRACK SEALING
Most concrete bridge decks develop transverse deck cracking, often at very early stages right
after construction. Cracks in bridge decks occur when the concrete changes volume due to
design, construction and environmental factors.
Cracks in concrete are stress relief joints. Stresses which build up in the concrete deck will
break the concrete leaving a crack; however, by design, the steel reinforcement takes over and
supports the tensile stresses that concrete is unable to withstand. Therefore, the structural
integrity of the concrete deck is maintained by the steel reinforcement.
Maintenance Field Note:
Most full depth transverse cracks in concrete bridge decks open and close seasonally and
even daily with temperature variations.

However, cracking can cause chlorides and other harmful contaminants to penetrate the
concrete and corrode the reinforcing steel, which ultimately accelerates the deterioration of the
deck. As reinforcing steel corrodes or rusts, it expands, causing more cracking and spalling of
the concrete bridge deck. In addition, dirt and broken particles form a wedge in the cracks
which may not permit the cracks to become fully closed. Crack sealing is performed to prevent
the direct penetration of moisture and corrosive agents down to the reinforcing steel.
Maintenance Field Note:
Sealing the cracks before the snow and ice season reduces the volume of undesirable
materials penetrating into the concrete.
An eLearning module for crack sealing is available for MnDOT employees on the Learning
Center as course BRDG00036 BRIDGE DECK CRACK SEALING and for other agencies on
the MnDOT Bridge Training website.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Crack Sealing
of Concrete Bridge Decks is charged to Source Type Code 2838 Bridge Deck Crack Sealing
(Crack Chase) or 2836 Bridge Deck Sealing (Flood Seal) and the Bridge Project ID.
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4.1.2.1 Criteria and Frequency
Cracks should be observed annually to determine if sealing is needed. Crack sealing should be
performed when the concrete wearing surface has unsealed cracks of moderate size or density.
Moderate cracks are those large enough to measure.
There are two application methods that can be used for crack sealing: the Crack Chase
Application Method and the Flood Seal Application Method. If the wearing surface has low
density cracking (i.e. crack spacing is approximately three feet or greater) it is most efficient to
use the crack chase method. If crack spacing is more frequent than three feet, it is typically a
more efficient use of labor to use the flood sealing method (see Section 4.1.2.4 Procedure and
Best Practices – FLOOD SEAL METHOD).
Best practice recommends resealing on a three- to five-year cycle or more frequently if
determined necessary. The frequency depends on the product deterioration rate, bridge type,
traffic levels, as well as other factors. For instance, slab span bridges or bridges with certain
superstructure types, such as Quad Tee, Double Tee, Bulb Tee girders, Inverted Tees and
Prestressed Voided Slabs, may require more frequent crack seal applications. Sealant
performance and deck cracks should be observed annually and resealing schedules should be
adjusted accordingly.
Particular attention should be given to decks with black rebar or large bridges with high redecking or replacement costs.
Rating Element 810 Wearing Surface – Cracking and Sealing during the bridge safety
inspection will allow documentation of unsealed cracks and sealant deterioration and will also
assist with scheduling crack seal operations.
4.1.2.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
High Visibility Soft Cap
Hand Protection (refer to SDS)
Eye, Ear, and Foot Protection
Appropriate Respirator (refer to SDS)
Protective Clothing (refer to SDS)

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Epoxy Pump and/or squeeze bottles (Crack Chase Method)
Brooms or Squeegees (Flood Seal Method)
Air Compressor / Hoses or Leaf Blower
Drill and Mixing Paddle
Bucket for Mixing

Material:
•

Crack Sealant (Bridge Surface and Crack Sealer APL)
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Bridge crack sealant products include epoxies, methyl methacrylates (MMA), and high
molecular weight methacrylates (HMWM). In general, methacrylate sealers are not as thick as
epoxies, and should penetrate narrower cracks more easily. Therefore, consider the following:
• MMA/HMWM – generally used for sealing smaller cracks (<0.005” to 0.02”)
• Epoxies – generally used for sealing larger cracks (0.02” to 0.05”)
• Broadcast Sand (Flood Seal Method)
Provide a commercial quality dry blast sand meeting the following:
• 95% passing the No. 8 sieve; and
• 98% retained on the No. 20 sieve.
4.1.2.3 Procedure and Best Practices – CRACK CHASE METHOD
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
The following should be considered prior to selecting a product or application strategy:
•

•

Avoid placing the crack sealant within 48 hours after a rain. Decks should be dry and
cracks should be moisture free.
o

Moisture can limit penetration because the sealant materials do not easily displace
water. Allow the repair area to dry for at least 48 hours before applying the sealant.

o

Do not apply sealer materials during wet weather conditions or if adverse weather
conditions are anticipated within 12 hours of the completion of sealer application.

o

Pay attention to overnight low temperatures and the dew point as this could lead to
unexpected moisture in the cracks.

o

If the presence of moisture is suspected, the area can be tested per ASTM D 4236.
Essentially a polyethylene sheet is taped to the deck for at least two hours, and if
moisture is present, it will be identified by condensation on the sheet.

Perform crack sealing activities during warm weather (>50◦ F, preferably >65◦ F).
o

Do not mix or apply any product at temperatures lower or higher than those specified
in their product literature. A good rule of thumb is within an air temperature range of
50◦ F to 90◦ F.

o

Make best efforts to apply the sealant at the coolest time of the day.

STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
STEP 3 – LOCATE CRACKS
Locate and mark (if necessary) all visible cracks that require sealing.
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STEP 4 – PREPARE THE SURFACE
Surface preparation is necessary to clear debris, and possibly moisture, from the cracks to allow
the sealants to penetrate and adhere to the crack face. Field research has indicated that air
blown test sections typically outperform the sand or shot blasted sections where both existed for
the same product.
Immediately before applying the sealer, blast compressed air over the entire surface and within
the cracks to remove all dust and debris. Take appropriate measures for dust control.
STEP 5 – APPLY SEALER ON CRACKS – USING EPOXY PUMP
Pour part A and part B into the appropriate pump reservoirs. Prior to securing the static mixing
tip, expel approximately 10 seconds of product into a plastic cup to ensure both parts are
dispensed equally. Once both parts are dispensing equally, secure the static mixing tip on the
mixing block.
Place epoxy penetrant sealer along the crack with the applicator tip. Attempt to place the epoxy
bead no wider than ½ inch.
It may be necessary to fill plastic bottles with the pump to apply epoxy in difficult areas of the
deck or sidewalk. Use of the pump allows crews to use fast-setting epoxy, thus extending the
'sealing season' as it will set in temperatures as low as 60◦F as well as at higher temps.
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STEP 5 (ALTERNATE) – APPLY SEALER ON CRACKS – USING SQUEEZE BOTTLE
If an epoxy pump is not available, combine part A and part B as per manufacturers’ directions
into a squeeze bottle and stir or shake as directed. This is important as the epoxy may not set
up without proper mixing.
Place epoxy penetrant sealer along crack using the squeeze bottle as shown in the following
photos. Apply the epoxy directly on the cracks. Attempt to place the sealant bead no wider than
½ inch.
When the epoxy thickens in the squeeze bottle, dump the thickened epoxy out into a pail to set
up prior to disposal. Thickened epoxy does not penetrate. Refill bottle with parts A and B in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations and proceed with crack sealing.
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4.1.2.4 Procedure and Best Practices – FLOOD SEAL METHOD
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
The following should be considered prior to selecting a product or application strategy:
•

•

Avoid placing the crack sealant within 48 hours after a rain. Decks should be dry and
cracks should be moisture free.
o

Moisture can limit penetration because the sealant materials do not easily displace
water. Allow the repair area to dry for at least 48 hours before applying the sealant.

o

Do not apply sealer materials during wet weather conditions or if adverse weather
conditions are anticipated within 12 hours of the completion of sealer application.

o

Pay attention to overnight low temperatures and the dew point as this could lead to
unexpected moisture in the cracks.

o

If the presence of moisture is suspected, the area can be tested per ASTM D 4236.
Essentially a polyethylene sheet is taped to the deck for at least two hours, and if
moisture is present, it will be identified by condensation on the sheet.

Perform crack sealing activities during warm weather (>50˚ F, preferably >65˚ F).
o

Do not mix or apply any product at temperatures lower or higher than those specified
in their product literature. A good rule of thumb is within an air temperature range of
50˚ F to 90˚ F.

o

Make best efforts to apply the sealant at the coolest time of the day.

STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
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STEP 3 – PROTECT EXPANSION JOINTS, DRAINS AND STRIPING
Cover all expansion joints and drains and protect striping and traffic markings prior to sealing.
STEP 4 – PREPARE THE SURFACE
Surface preparation is necessary to clear debris, and possibly moisture, from the cracks to allow
the sealants to penetrate and bond to the crack face. Field research has indicated that air
blown test sections typically outperform the sand or shot blasted sections where both existed for
the same product.
Clean all areas that will be sealed by removing dirt, dust, oil, grease, curing compounds, waxes,
laitance, or other contaminants from the surface. Immediately before applying the sealer, blast
compressed air over the entire surface and within the cracks to remove all dust and debris.
Take appropriate measures for dust control.
STEP 5 – APPLY SEALER ON DECK SURFACE
Mix the product in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Spray or pour the
sealant onto the bridge deck surface at the rate specified by the manufacturer. Use squeegees
and brooms to spread the sealant evenly over the deck surface. Work the sealant into the
cracks in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
STEP 6 – BROADCAST AGGREGATE
Broadcast sand or appropriate abrasive aggregate to refusal into the surface of the sealant at
the rate specified by the manufacturer. This sand is applied in order to improve skid resistance.
Remove any loose sand or abrasive material from the bridge deck and joints.
Allow the sealant to dry in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Remove the
protective coverings from the joints, drains and traffic markings.
Do not allow traffic onto the deck until the treated surface is tack free and non-oily, the sand
cover adheres and resists brushing by hand, excess sand has been removed and no sealant
will be tracked off of the bridge deck.

4.1.3 DECK SEALING
Deck sealing is the process of using a penetrating concrete sealer to penetrate the pores of the
concrete and initiate a chemical reaction. This reaction bonds active ingredients with the
concrete, thereby blocking surface moisture.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Bridge Deck
Sealing is charged to Source Type Code 2836 Bridge Deck Sealing and the Bridge Project
ID.
4.1.3.1 Criteria and Frequency
Many agencies employ deck sealing as a preventive maintenance practice to seal concrete from
harmful chemicals. Typical recommended resealing cycle is 5-7 years.
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4.1.3.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
High Visibility Soft Cap
Tyvek Coveralls (refer to SDS)
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection (refer to SDS)
Respirator (refer to SDS)

Equipment:
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Spray Bar Applicator
Mechanical Sweeper with wire bristle broom, Hand Brooms
Air compressor/hoses

Material:
•

Deck Sealing Material (i.e. Silane or other Penetrating Sealer)
o
Approved Products List for Silanes

The recommended application rate for silane is 1 gallon per 250 -300 SF. However, when
applied at this rate, the product did not dry properly. MnDOT bridge crews, with approval from
the manufacturers, applied the solvent based silanes at a rate of 1 gallon per 500- 600 SF. twice
over the same area to get the recommended coverage. The product then dried quickly.
Accuflex Gel-Seal Waterproofer is a modified potassium silicate solution in water. It penetrates
into the concrete and reacts with the free calcium and water to form a barrier within fine cracks
and pores in the concrete. Many Districts have developed a spray bar applicator that evenly
sprays silanes or GelSeal at the proper rate of application. This product is not intended for deck
crack sealing.
4.1.3.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
The following should be considered prior to selecting a product or application strategy:
• Avoid placing the penetrating sealant within 48 hours after a rain. Decks should be dry
and any cracks should be moisture free.
• Perform deck sealing activities during warm weather (>50 °F, preferably >65 °F).
STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
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STEP 3 – PREPARE THE SURFACE
Mechanically sweep with wire bristle broom or blow with compressed air to clean and prepare
the surface.

STEP 4 – APPLY SEALANT
Apply the penetrating sealer at the manufacturer’s recommended application rate. Many
Districts have developed a spray bar applicator that evenly sprays silanes or other penetrating
sealers, such as Gel-Seal at the proper application rate.
Silane: The recommended application rate for silane is 1 gallon per 250 -300 SF. However,
because of drying issues encountered in the past, MnDOT bridge crews, with approval from the
manufacturers, apply the solvent based silanes at a rate of 1 gallon per 500- 600 SF twice over
the same area to attain quicker dry times while still achieving the recommended coverage rates.
Gel-Seal: The recommended application rate for Gel-Seal on old concrete is 100-150 SF per
gallon. It is best to apply Gel-Seal in two 250 – 300 SF per gallon applications (or passes) to
promote quicker drying.
Allow the product to dry in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations prior to
opening the bridge deck to traffic.

4.2 DECK– REACTIVE MAINTENANCE
Reactive maintenance performed on a deck is typically in response to a condition that will affect
safety or structural function. Reactive maintenance often includes repair of spalling and
delaminated deck concrete.
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4.2.1 CONCRETE DECK EVALUATION
Moisture, humidity, inadequate concrete cover, traffic and age, along with high rates of salt
applications can cause embedded reinforcement steel to corrode. Corrosion of reinforcing steel
causes internal cracking which ultimately results in bridge deck delamination and deck spalling.

Concrete deck spalling and delamination will ultimately expose the reinforcement and reduce
the slab thickness. This allows water and salts to collect in pockets, thus accelerating the
deterioration during freeze/thaw cycles. Ride quality is impaired and structural integrity and
safety may be severely reduced.
It is important to evaluate the deck to determine the limits of delamination in order to schedule
appropriate repairs. The underside of the deck should be evaluated as well, as it can indicate
conditions and areas of distress that may not show up on the wearing surface.
The following four bridge deck evaluation methods are commonly used to detect any defects
and evaluate the condition of the deck and underdeck.
•
•
•
•

Chain Drag Method,
Hammer Sounding Method,
Ground Penetrating Radar Method, and
Visual Observation Method

Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Evaluation of
Concrete Bridge Decks is charged to Source Type Code 2820 Bridge Deck or 2826 Bridge
Field Investigation and the Bridge Project ID.

4.2.1.1 Criteria and Frequency
Evaluation is typically performed by the Bridge Safety Inspector during bridge safety inspections
or by Bridge Maintenance Crews when planning a repair project. Cracking and distress in the
deck may indicate unsound areas that should be evaluated.
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4.2.1.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
High Visibility Soft Cap
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection

Equipment:
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Chain Drag and Hammer
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Unit (special cases)

Material:
•

Spray Paint or Colored Keel

4.2.1.3 Procedures and Best Practices
The following are methods to determine concrete soundness.
CHAIN DRAG METHOD
The chain drag method of evaluation is accomplished by dragging a chain from side to side to
detect a dull/hollow sound which indicates an area of unsound concrete. Use a hammer to
make final perimeter determinations. Mark the unsound areas using spray paint or colored keel.
Mark outside of the delaminated area to ensure all unsound concrete is removed. Unsound
concrete needs to be removed in order to achieve a successful repair.
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HAMMER SOUNDING METHOD
The hammer sounding evaluation method is effective but time consuming. Delaminated areas
are detected in the same manner as chain drag except that a hammer is used to tap the
concrete surface to detect any dull or hollow sounds, which would indicate an area of unsound
concrete. Mark the unsound areas using spray paint or colored keel. Mark outside of the
delaminated area to ensure all unsound concrete is removed. Unsound concrete needs to be
removed in order to achieve a successful repair.

GROUND PENETRATING RADAR METHOD (GPR)
The GPR method uses a delamination detector van which graphically records concrete
soundness. The concrete delamination detector utilizes a mechanical-electrical instrument that
sonically identifies and records the information on the location and extent of concrete
subsurface delamination. The GPR method is typically used in conjunction with the University
of Minnesota or consultants.
There are also smaller push behind and hand held GRP units that can be utilized on smaller
areas.
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VISUAL OBSERVATION METHOD
The visual observation method is a quick but subjective evaluation that is used as a basis for
determining the need for a more comprehensive deck condition survey. Visual observation
provides an estimate of spalled and patched areas (but not delaminated areas) as a percent of
the total deck area.
DOCUMENTATION OF DELAMINATED AREAS
After the spalled and delaminated areas have been identified and marked utilizing appropriate
concrete deck evaluation methods, the deck should be divided into segments in order to
measure and compute the unsound areas in square feet. Draw the unsound areas to scale on
graph paper. The square feet of the spalled and delaminated area and the square feet of the
deck area in each segment are used to obtain the percentage of spalling or delamination of the
deck in the following formula:
[(Spalled Area + Delaminated Area) / Total Deck Area ] * 100 = % Area of Delamination
This information is used to determine if the deck should be repaired, overlayed or replaced. The
Bridge Preservation and Improvement Guidelines document provides guidance for making this
decision:
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4.2.2 MONITORING DECK CHLORIDE CONTENT
Monitoring chloride content is also important when determining future repairs. Chloride content
can be determined by coring or from drill dust samples. Coring is the preferred method for
sampling decks for chloride penetration because of the potential for contamination of drill dust
samples.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Chloride
Sampling is charged to Source Type Code 2826 Bridge Field Investigation and the Bridge
Project ID.
4.2.2.1 Criteria and Frequency
When a bridge is programmed for an overlay, the Regional Bridge Construction Engineer or
Agency Bridge Engineer may request chloride sampling to determine if this is the best repair
option. District staff should pay particular attention to monitoring the condition of in place
concrete wearing courses or monolithic decks on concrete box girder bridges and other
structures for which deck replacement is cost prohibitive or presents significant constructability
issues. Structures of this type should be monitored to determine the chloride content at various
depths of the wearing course or deck surface starting when the bridge deck or wearing course is
five years old and continuing at intervals not exceeding 5 years. As the chloride content at the
base of the overlay begins to approach half the corrosion threshold, testing should be done
more frequently.
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The bridge should be programmed for overlay replacement before the concrete at the level of
the top rebar reaches half of the corrosion threshold. Half of the corrosion threshold is equal to
approximately 0.075 percent water-soluble chloride ion or 750 ppm. For acid-soluble chloride
ion, half the threshold is approximately 0.0175 percent or 175 ppm. The MnDOT Materials Lab
generally runs acid-soluble chloride ion tests. For more information on chloride sampling
methods, contact the Office of Materials and Road Research Structural Concrete Unit.
4.2.2.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection
Dust Mask

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Rotary Hammer (capable of drilling 3/4"Ø holes)
Rebar Locator (metal detector)
Dust Collector
Caulking Gun
3/4" diameter x 10” long (minimum) carbide drill bits
Small Quantity Cement Slurry Mixer

Material:
•
•
•
•
•

Plastic Sample Bags
24” of 1/4" diameter Rubber Tubing
Supply of No. 3 Rubber Test Tube Stoppers (if bituminous overlay with membrane)
Silicone Rubber Caulk
Concrete Patch Mix & Water

4.2.2.3 Procedure and Best Practices − DRILL DUST SAMPLES
The following outlines the procedure for drilling and submitting dust samples to the MnDOT
Materials Lab in Maplewood for chloride determination when samples are requested and a core
drill is not available.
STEP 1 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM if required.
STEP 2 – DRILL HOLES (DUST SAMPLING)
Number of holes: Three per area, minimum of three (typical) representative areas per deck.
The spacing of dust samples is the same whether collecting dust samples or core drilling. One
sample from each area should be in a wheel track, as vehicle tires force chloride ions deeper
into the deck.
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Drill 3/4" diameter holes and collect dust samples per the following guidance.
•
•
•

0” to 1” depth, recover and bag drill dust
1” to 2” depth, recover and bag drill dust
2” to 3” depth, recover and bag drill dust

When drilling through bituminous, the residue up to the concrete surface should be wasted but
enter a note regarding bituminous depth on the identification card. Then placing the dust
collector over the hole, secure and bag a sample from 0” to 1” depth. Blow the hole clean using
the rubber tubing. Next, procure and bag the sample for 1” to 2” depth. Blow the hole clean
again prior to collecting the next sample. Finally, recover and bag the third sample at the 2” to
3” depth.
If large aggregate is encountered, abandon the hole and drill a new hole. Fill the holes with a
non-shrink quick setting patch material from the non-shrink grout approved products list or with
a polyester resin product. When holes are drilled through a bituminous mat and/or waterproof
membrane, drive a No. 3 rubber test tube stopper to the concrete-membrane-bituminous
interface and fill the hole with caulking compound.
STEP 3 – PACKAGE SAMPLES
Place dust from each 1” increment of drill dust for each area in a plastic sample bag, or
envelope, and label as shown below:
Area 1
1 inch

Area 2
1 inch

Area 3
1 inch

Area 1
2 inch

Area 2
2 inch

Area 3
2 inch

Area 1
3 inch

Area 2
3 inch

Area 3
3 inch

Staple together the three depth samples for each specific area.

STEP 4 – SUBMIT SAMPLES
Number and reference each group of samples on a "Sample Identification Card".
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The pink Sample Identification Card shown below is used for submitting aggregate samples,
curing compounds, concrete treating oil and various other concrete products. Do not use this
card for submitting cement, fly ash, slag, or concrete cylinders.
Store the test date and results of the chloride analysis in the SIMS database.

4.2.2.4 Procedure and Best Practices − CORING METHOD
The following outlines the procedure for drilling and submitting cores to the MnDOT Materials
Lab in Maplewood for chloride determination. For more information on chloride sampling
methods, contact the Regional Bridge Construction Engineer or Agency Bridge Engineer.
STEP 1 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM if required.
STEP 2 – DRILL CORE HOLES
Number of cores: Three per area, minimum of three (typical) representative areas per deck.
Prior to coring, attempt to detect the existing rebar locations using a hand held GPR in order to
avoid coring into the existing steel. Contact the Bridge Office or the Agency Bridge Engineer for
assistance.
Small diameter (3 inch nominal) cores are generally the most suitable means of acquiring the
necessary chloride data and have been shown to be more accurate and fool proof than direct
acquisition of drill dust samples in the field. Cores less than 3 inches in diameter are more
susceptible to erroneous results from large aggregate and should be avoided. Discuss possible
sampling options with the Regional Bridge Construction Engineer, MnDOT Materials Office, or a
local testing laboratory prior to selecting a final method.
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Cores should extend into the deck to within ½ - ¾ inch of the top mat of reinforcement. At least
three but not more than five cores should be taken from each selected structure in a well
distributed manner approved by the Agency Bridge Engineer or Regional Bridge Construction
Engineer. In general, the cores are typically taken from the shoulder immediately next to the
rightmost lane and within 6 to 12 inches of cracks (but never closer than 6 inches from a surface
crack) if they are present. A sample taken from the right edge of the rightmost wheel track (but
never in the middle of a wheel track) may also be desirable. Cores taken from the gutter are
less desirable since rain events tend to clean the gutter and wash away the chlorides during the
summer months.

If large aggregate is encountered, abandon the hole and drill a new hole. Fill the core holes
with a non-shrink quick setting patch material from the non-shrink grout approved products list
or with a polyester resin product. When holes are drilled through a bituminous mat and/or
waterproof membrane, drive a No. 3 rubber test tube stopper to the concrete-membranebituminous interface and fill the hole with caulking compound.
STEP 3 – MARK SAMPLES
Mark the core with a Core ID as soon as the core is extracted to prevent confusion in the test
laboratory. In addition, mark the top of the core with a “T” using an indelible marker to indicate
the top and mark the location on the side of the core to clearly identify where the core was
taken.
STEP 4 – SUBMIT SAMPLES
Number and reference each group of samples on a "Sample Identification Card".
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The pink Sample Identification Card shown below is used for submitting aggregate samples,
curing compounds, concrete treating oil and various other concrete products. Do not use this
card for submitting cement, fly ash, slag, or concrete cylinders.
Store the test date and results of the chloride analysis in the SIMS database.
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4.2.3 REMOVAL AND REPAIR OF UNSOUND DECK CONCRETE
To restore the structural integrity of the deck, improve the riding surface, or to ensure safety to
the traveling public, it is sometimes necessary to remove and replace damaged portions of the
concrete deck.
The removal and repair of unsound concrete bridge deck can be further divided into two levels
of repairs – partial depth repair and full depth repair. Full depth removal shall be limited to those
areas where deteriorated concrete extends through the deck. Full depth removal is not
recommended on delaminated areas.

Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Concrete Deck
Patching is charged to Source Type Code 2820 Bridge Deck and the Bridge Project ID.
4.2.3.1 Criteria and Frequency
Deck repairs are performed as needed in response to spalling and delaminated deck concrete.
4.2.3.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Supplied Air
Tyvek Coveralls
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection
Dust Mask
Sandblasting Hood

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Shovels, brooms
Scale
Air Compressor with a suitable oil trap in the air supply line between the storage tank
and the nozzle
Hammer or Deck Chain
Concrete Saw (and Water Supply if wet sawing)
Concrete Forming Equipment (all equipment to be properly designed)
Demolition Equipment
Airless Spray Equipment (if using a membrane curing compound)
Concrete Mixer
Large Scale Measuring Device
Sand Blasting Equipment
Concrete Finishing Tools
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Hand Tools for rermoval and placement of concrete
Rebar tiers
Modified Boyer Gun
Generator (if needed)
Working Platforms/Scaffolding/Snooper (for below deck access if required)

Material:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spray Paint
Dimensional Lumber (for forming)
Rebar and Rebar Ties (if needed)
Air Entrainer & Water Reducing Admixture (see concrete type)
Sprayable Membrane Curing Compound (per 3574)
Epoxy Paint
Ready Mix Concrete or Bagged Concrete Patch Mix
Sand
Water (potable)
Cementitious Bonding Grout (per 2402.2.B)
Epoxy Sealer
Saturated Burlap and Plastic Sheeting/Burlene
Epoxy Adhesive Anchorage
Aggregate, Cement, Sand and Admixturers (if field mixing)

There are quick setting bagged 1/2 cubic foot (50 lb. bag) patch materials such as 3U18, BASF
Set 45HW, BASF 10-60C, Elephant Armor Mortar, Planitop X, HP Concrete Cold Patch,
Eucorepair V100, Set 45 MasterEmaco T545Ph, Phoscrete and others. Some patch materials
use a type of chloride to accelerate curing and set times. Calcium chloride or additives
containing chloride are not recommended because chlorides cause increased corrosion of
reinforcing bars.
Maintenance Field Note:
Depending on the size and number of deck patches, bridge maintenance crews can order
ready mix concrete, batch concrete on the job site or use prepackaged concrete patch
material. Batch concrete is mixed onsite in a mixer by adding sand, aggregate, cement,
water, and admixtures as required. It is advised to use products from the MnDOT approved
product list for concrete repair.
4.2.3.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
For full-depth repairs, consult the Bridge Office Regional Bridge Construction Engineer and the
District Bridge Engineer or Agency Bridge Engineer prior to commencing any work. Any
formwork or falsework needed to perform full-depth repairs must be designed. Refer to the
MnDOT Bridge Construction Manual, Chapter 200 for more information.
Follow any necessary permitting and environmental guidelines for this type of work.
Obtain all required equipment and materials. Plan appropriate measures for dust control.
STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PLACE CATCH PLATFORM
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Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
For full-depth repairs, construct or place a catch platform under the repair area to catch all
debris during removal and placement. Ensure that the bottom of the deck is protected to
prevent debris from falling into live traffic or streams below the bridge.

STEP 3 – MARK THE EXTENTS OF REPAIRS
Refer to Section 4.2.1 Concrete Deck Evaluation for procedures to determine the limits of
concrete removal. Mark the areas with spray paint or colored keel.
STEP 4 – SAW CUT MARKED AREAS
The MnDOT Concrete Office recommends a roughened tapered edge when removing the
concrete. Many crews prefer to saw cut a minimum one inch vertical edge along the perimeter
of the repair area to provide a clean sharp edge for bonding and to prevent fracturing of the
surrounding concrete.
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Take care during saw cutting to prevent damage or cutting into the upper mat of reinforcing
steel. Take appropriate measures for dust control.
STEP 5 – REMOVE UNSOUND CONCRETE (PARTIAL DEPTH REPAIR)
Restrict removal procedures so as not to damage the structure.
Remove concrete to a minimum depth directly below the top reinforcing bars or until the
exposed surface is sound concrete.
Keep in mind the following precautions when performing concrete removal:
•
•
•

Boyer guns heavier than 35 lbs. should not be used for partial deck removal.
Pointed bits should be used with caution.
Boyer guns should not be run on the same area in a patch for any length of time
because this fractures the sound concrete below and around the removal areas which
can also lead to spalling under the deck.

Maintenance Field Note:
Modified Boyer guns are commonly used to remove unsound concrete following the saw cut.
This equipment enables the removal of concrete from the repair area but is not typically so
powerful and heavy to break through the deck.
The ‘trigger’ mechanism of the Boyer gun should not be pulled unless the tool’s point is
resting against the surface of the deck or concrete you are trying to remove. Activating the
Boyer gun without the tool point pushing against a surface rapidly wears out internal parts of
the rivet buster.
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STEP 6 – REMOVE UNSOUND DECK CONCRETE (FULL DEPTH REPAIR)
Remove unsound concrete full depth using appropriate demolition equipment and Boyer guns.
Restrict removal procedures to methods which will not damage the structure. Pointed bits
should be used with caution so as not to damage the reinforcing steel.
Leave sound concrete in-place in conjunction with full deck removal as shown in the following
figure:

STEP 7 – PREPARE THE REPAIR AREA FOR PATCHING
Remove the delaminated concrete and blast compressed air into the repair area to remove all
remaining unsound or fractured concrete. Sandblast all exposed corroded reinforcing bars to
remove corrosion. Remove all spent sand and debris by blasting the repair area again with
compressed air. Take appropriate measures to control dust.
STEP 8 – BUILD AND ATTACH FORMS (FULL DEPTH REPAIRS)
Construct formwork on the bottom side of the deck to support the repair area. Various methods
for forming full-depth concrete deck repair exist and should be selected based on the size and
extent of the repair area.
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Examples are shown in the following figures; however, all falsework designs will require
engineered plans.

Attach forms to the structure. Ensure there is sufficient bracing on the bottom side of the deck
form to prevent a blowout.
If the full depth repair area is relatively small, it may be possible to wire the ¾” plywood directly
to the underside of the deck without the 2 x 4 lumber. Use a heavy gauge tie wire (9 wire) to
help tie form to existing rebar. Be sure to tie securely to the reinforcing bars.
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Larger repair areas may need a more elaborate formwork support system. An example is
shown below. All formwork and falsework must be designed for each repair project. Refer to
the MnDOT Bridge Construction Manual, Chapter 200 for more information on formwork.

STEP 9 – PLACE SUPPLEMENTAL REINFORCING STEEL
Remove and replace deteriorated reinforcing steel or supplement with additional reinforcing
steel as needed within the repair area. Match in-place bar size. Drill 4” to 6” into sound
concrete and epoxy in reinforcing steel or tie onto sound rebar with a minimum 6” lap. Paint the
ends of any existing reinforcing steel that was cut with epoxy paint (if the existing reinforcing
steel is epoxy coated).
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STEP 10 – MIX CONCRETE PATCH
Ready Mix:
If a ready mix source is used for patching, use a certified concrete plant. Contact the Agency
Bridge Engineer or Regional Bridge Construction Engineer for a suitable mix design. After
determining the proper concrete mix design, take measurements to determine quantity in order
to notify the producer and place an order.
Bagged 3U18 Concrete Patch Mix:
1) Mix bagged concrete patch mix in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Add aggregate if deemed necessary based on the depth of the
repair.
2) Add the air entraining agent and a portion of the mix water in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations. Concentrated air entraining agent and water reducer
should not come in direct contact within the mixer.
3) Mix for approximately 15 seconds.
4) Add water reducing admixture and a portion of the mix water in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations. Continue mixing about three additional minutes after
adding water and water reducing admixture. Concentrated air entraining agent and
water reducer should not come in direct contact within the mixer.
5) Product should be mixed for at least 3-5 minutes after a 1” slump is attained.
6) Add additional water and adjust to obtain a slump of about 2” to 3”.
For bagged concrete patch mixes other than 3U18, follow the manufacturer’s recommendations
for mixing the patch material.
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STEP 11 – PREPARE SURFACE
Immediately prior to placing new concrete, sandblast the in-place concrete surface and then
thoroughly clean with compressed air. The compressed air system shall have a suitable oil trap
in the air supply line between the storage tank and the nozzle. Take appropriate measures for
dust control.
STEP 12 – WET AREA
Immediately prior to placing new concrete, wet the surface of the in-place concrete within the
repair area to obtain a saturated surface dry condition.
STEP 13 – APPLY GROUT (ONLY IF NECESSARY PER MANUFACTURER'S
RECOMMENDATIONS)
If recommended by the manufacturer, brush or scrub the in-place concrete with a bonding grout
that consists of Portland cement mixed with water to form a slurry with the consistency of paint.
The grout should be able to be applied with a stiff brush or broom to the in-place concrete in a
thin even coating that will not run or puddle in low spots. The grout slurry should not be so stiff
that it forms globules when applied. The rate of progress in applying the grout slurry should be
such that it does not become dry before it is covered with the new concrete.

Maintenance Field Note:
The only bonding agent recommended for 3U18 is clean water.

4.2.3.4 Procedures and Best Practices – Finishing and Curing
STEP 1 – PLACE CONCRETE, VIBRATE AND SCREED
Place concrete into the repair area. If necessary, depending on the size of the repair area and
the product used, vibrate the concrete by inserting a vibrator vertically into the concrete patch
mix. Care should be taken not to over-vibrate the concrete. Strike off at the level of the
surrounding concrete. Complete this operation before bleed water appears on the surface.
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Both vibratory screeds and straightedges are appropriate tools to strike off and finish a repair
surface. If possible, the screed should rest on the in-place concrete on both sides of the repair
and follow the surface of the adjoining slabs.

STEP 2 – FINISH THE CONCRETE
Finishing is the operation of creating a concrete surface of a desired texture, smoothness, and
durability. Finish the patch with a wooden darby, followed by a magnesium float. The float
embeds large aggregate and takes out the high and low spots. Keep the float as flat as
possible to avoid premature sealing of the surface.
Wait for the concrete to stop bleeding and the water sheen to leave the surface. Any finishing
operations performed while the concrete is still bleeding will result in future problems, such as
scaling and delamination. The waiting period will depend on the setting and bleeding
characteristics of the concrete and the ambient conditions (i.e. humidity, temperature, and
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wind). During the waiting period, protect against evaporation from the concrete surface if
conditions are hot, dry, and windy.
STEP 3 – SEAL THE EDGES
Apply a cement/water grout with a brush to the edges of the repair area in order to seal the
repair.
STEP 4 – TEXTURE THE PATCH
After finishing, texture the repair area with a medium or coarse street broom or tine in a
transverse direction to centerline of roadway.
Maintenance Field Note:
Never sprinkle water or cement on concrete while finishing, as it may cause dusting or scaling
of the green concrete.
STEP 5 – CURING
Curing is performed to maintain adequate moisture content and temperature in the concrete at
early ages in order to achieve the full material properties and to minimize shrinkage cracking
and future surface wear. Curing must be performed immediately after placement and finishing.
Without an adequate supply of moisture, the cementitious materials in concrete cannot react to
form a quality product. Excessive drying will remove the water needed for this chemical
reaction and the concrete will not achieve its full strength and durability.
Temperature is an important factor in proper curing, since the rate of hydration and strength
development is faster at higher temperatures. Generally, concrete temperatures should be
maintained above 50°F for an adequate rate of strength development. For exposed concrete,
relative humidity and wind conditions are also important; they contribute to the rate of moisture
loss from the concrete which could result in cracking, poor surface quality and durability.
Protective measures to control evaporation of moisture from concrete surfaces before it sets are
essential to prevent plastic shrinkage cracking.
Within 30 minutes of concrete placement or once the bleed water has dissipated, cure all
exposed repaired areas to control evaporation using one of the following two curing methods:
• Membrane Curing Method:
o

The membrane curing compound should conform to the requirements of MnDOT
Specification 3754 “Poly-Alpha Methylstyrene (AMS) Curing Compound”.

o

Agitate the curing compound to obtain a homogenous mixture.

o

Spray the repaired areas at an even application rate of 150 SF per gallon using
airless spraying equipment. The airless spraying equipment must be equipped with
a re-circulating bypass system that provides for continuous agitation of the reservoir
material, separate filters for the hose and nozzle, and multiple or adjustable nozzle
system that provides for variable spray patterns.

o

Apply homogenously to provide a uniform solid white opaque coverage on all
exposed concrete surfaces at the time of application (equal to a white sheet of typing
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paper). If the curing compound is damaged during the curing period, repair the
damaged area by respraying.
• Blanket Curing Method:
o

Without marring the concrete, cover the repaired areas with burlene (plastic curing
blankets) or saturated burlap curing blankets with white plastic sheeting held tightly
in place. Install so that the curing blankets envelope the exposed concrete and
prevents loss of water vapor. If burlap and plastic sheeting is used, the burlap must
remain saturated throughout the curing period.

Maintenance Field Note:
It is best to use a curing compound if the bridge must be opened to traffic in the same day.
Do not perform concrete patching at air temperatures below 40°F unless an emergency
situation exists. Emergency concrete patching at temperatures below 40°F should be
performed with a cold patch mix or repair material suitable to cold weather placement. Note that
these cold patch mixes contain salts, which may cause accelerated deterioration of the
reinforcing steel.
STEP 6– PROVIDE CEMENT OR CONCRETE SAMPLES (IF NECESSARY)
For full depth repairs, cast cylinders in conjunction with the concrete pour to facilitate strength
testing.
The green cylinder ID card must accompany every cylinder submitted to the Laboratory. The
card must contain all data requested. Place the card inside the associated envelope and then
insert into the bag with the cylinder.
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STEP 7– STRIP CONCRETE FORMS (FULL DEPTH REPAIRS) AND OPEN TO TRAFFIC
Strip concrete forms from the full depth repair area following complete cure. The repair may be
open to traffic after the concrete has reached the desired strength.
For partial depth patches repaired with bagged concrete repair patch mixes, the new patch may
be opened to traffic once the concrete has set up adequately based on the air temperature and
the product set times.
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Overnight lane closures are typically recommended for curing concrete used in full depth
repairs. The new patch may be opened to traffic in 24 hours, provided the curing concrete is
kept at a temperature above 60°F and the concrete has reached the desired strength. The
repair area may require insulation in cool weather in order to fully cure.

4.2.4 CONCRETE SCALE REPAIR
Scaling is localized flaking or peeling of a finished surface of hardened concrete as a result of
exposure to freeze-thaw cycles. Generally, it starts as small areas which later may merge and
extend to expose larger areas. Light/thin scaling on bridge decks does not expose the coarse
aggregate and usually does not need repair unless it affects the riding surface. Moderate to
severe scaling exposes the aggregate and may involve loss of up to 3/8” of the surface. In
cases where the aggregate is clearly exposed, the bridge deck may require repair.

Scaling is often associated with concrete which did not have air entrainment, is weak or porous,
and was exposed to excessive surface water during finishing or heavy salt concentrations.
Partial or full depth removal of the deteriorated area may be necessary in order to prevent future
problems.
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Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Concrete
Scale Repair is charged to Source Type Code 2820 Bridge Deck and the Bridge Project ID.
4.2.4.1 Criteria and Frequency
Repairs may be required on scaled surfaces that either affect the riding surface or exposes the
aggregate with a loss of up to 3/8” of the surface.
Typically a patch will not be an effective repair method for scaling because the repair area is too
shallow. Sealing may help to preserve the deck until a more permanent repair, such as a mill
and overlay, is warranted. If this condition exists on a newly constructed bridge and the contract
is still active, discuss repair options with the construction project staff that can be performed by
the Contractor prior to closing the Contract.

4.2.5 CORRECTING APPROACH PANEL OR SLAB SETTLEMENT AND SAG

Approach panels may be prone to settlement and sag due to insufficient compaction. Repair of
these problems help to reduce traffic impact on bridges and provide acceptable approaches for
safety and riding quality. In addition, when heavy trucks travel over rough sections of approach
panels, impact loads may be created that can damage the structure. Settlement usually results
in cracked approach panels that can become severe if the settlement is allowed to continue.
A few common causes of settlement include:
•
•
•
•
•

Poorly compacted fill material adjacent to the abutment that continues to consolidate
over time.
Voids behind the abutment resulting from scour caused by the waterway or erosion from
surface drainage. If scour is creating a void, the condition could become unsafe.
A slight tilting of the abutment that creates a small void near the pavement seat. This
situation may be further aggravated by the pressure of the pavement pushing against
the abutment, producing additional movement.
Unsealed joints
Deteriorated paving brackets
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A small rock drill can be used to locate and determine the size of voids under the approach
panel. Some Districts have also used scopes with cameras to determine the size of the voids.
Correcting settlement or sag in an approach panel is typically accomplished by foam jacking to
fill the void beneath the slab. If the deterioration is too extensive to repair using foam jacking
techniques, other techniques, such as mill and overlay or panel replacement should be
considered. Short term bituminous patching is sometimes performed to address the issue until
a more permanent repair can be scheduled.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Approach Slab Repair is
charged to Source Type Code 2840 Bridge Approach Panel and the Bridge Project ID.

4.2.5.1 Criteria and Frequency
Approach panel is exhibiting settlement or sag and is no longer functioning as intended.
4.2.5.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection
Dust Mask

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Hammer Drill
Straightedge
Stringline
Power Source
Foam jacking Machine
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Air compressor and nozzle

Material:
•
•

Potable Water
Two-Part Polyurethane Foam

4.2.5.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
Determine the cause of the issue. It is recommended to repair any drainage or joint issues that
may continue to cause erosion and settlement issues.
Determine the extent of the void. A small rock drill can be used to locate and determine the size
of voids under the approach panel. Some Districts have also used scopes with cameras to
determine the size of the voids.
Review the approach panel plans to determine the construction design and consult a qualified
operator prior to foam jacking. Perform an onsite evaluation to determine what needs to be
accomplished in order to jack the panel or slab to match the slope of the bridge deck and obtain
a smooth ride.
Foam jacking fills the voids beneath the panel or slab and generally provides continuous
support as a result. The procedure consists of drilling holes in the panel or slab and pressure
pumping a foam mixture into the holes, causing the panel or slab to rise as the foam fills any
voids and flows between the panel or slab and the fill.
A foam jacking machine is availalbe statewide MnDOT use. Contact the the Bridge Operations
Support Unit to schedule the foam jacking machine. A qualified operator must be onsite at all
times.
STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
STEP 3 – DRILL HOLES
In order to ensure uniform lifting, lay out a four foot by four foot grid (or as recommended by the
qualified operator) to determine the hole spacing pattern across the approach panel or slab.
Spacing of the holes depends on the condition of the concrete pavement and the amount of
lifting that needs to be accomplished. Drill 3/8” holes through the depth of the panel or slab.
The diameter of the hole should fit the nozzle on the foam jacking machine.
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STEP 4 – FOAM JACK
These steps represent an overview of a typical foam jacking process; however, each project site
is different and a qualified operator must be onsite at all times to supervise and direct the
operation.
Set a vertical movement gage on the approach panel adjacent to the paving block. Pump foam
into the holes in a systematic way as determined from the onsite evaluation until the panel starts
to rise. Move to an adjacent hole and pump foam until the panel starts to rise again. Continue
this process across the entire panel. Care should be taken to guard against over pumping at
any location which could cause additional cracking. The panel should be raised slowly and
uniformly (not more than ¼” at any one time) using several holes.
Drill to re-open holes and repeat pumping procedure until panel has reached the desired height.
Do not over-raise the panel because it will not come back down.
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Maintenance Field Note:
Take precautions in advance to guard against foam blowout along the shoulder. Additional
holes may need to be drilled and pumped in short intervals as determined by the qualified
operator to prevent foam blowout.

4.2.6 REPAIR OF BITUMINOUS DECK OVERLAYS WITH MEMBRANES
As of 1990, membranes and bituminous overlays were no longer installed on MnDOT trunk
highways. Even though there are very few trunk highway bridges with membranes and
bituminous overlays, there are still a large number of local bridges that still utilize this type of
wearing surface. Waterproofing membranes which presently exist on bridge decks with
bituminous overlays include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy Duty Bituthene: Polypropylene reinforced rubberized asphalt sheet. Compatible
with Uniroyal 6125.
Uniroyal 6125: Rubberized asphalt, applied hot (428°F) and spread on deck with
squeegee or sprayed on 1/8” minimum thickness. Compatible with heavy duty
Bituthene.
Protecto Wrap: A prefab membrane composed of coal tar modified with synthetic resins,
reinforced with synthetic non-woven fabric. Not compatible with heavy duty Bituthene or
Uniroyal 100.
Uniseal "2000”: Rubberized asphalt heated to 375-445°F and spread to a 1/8” thick
minimum.
Sure-seal 465 EPDM: Ethylene-propylene rubber 1/16” thick sheet.
Sure-seal Butyl: A 1/16” thick sheet.

Maintenance Field Note:
All types of sheet waterproof membranes may be repaired with Uniroyal 6125.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Bituminous
Deck Overlay Repair is charged to Source Type Code 2820 Bridge Deck and the Bridge
Project ID.
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4.2.6.1 Criteria and Frequency
This maintenance task should be considered when the bituminous overlay has deteriorated in
certain areas on the deck to affect the quality of the riding surface.
4.2.6.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Supplied Air
Tyvek Coveralls
Eye, Ear, and Foot Protection
Dust Mask
Gloves (Refer to SDS)
Sandblasting Hood

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Concrete Saw w/Potable Water
Weed Burner
Broom
Bituminous Equipment
Demolition Equipment
Sandblasting Equipment
Oil-Jacketed Melting Kettle
Trowel
Pavement Removal Equipment

Material:
•
•
•

Uniroyal 6125 Membrane
Bituminous
Tack Material

4.2.6.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM if required.
STEP 2 – SAW CUT AREA
Saw cut the area to be removed to within 1/2“of the membrane, taking care not to cut into the
membrane.
STEP 3 – REMOVE BITUMINOUS
Remove the bituminous within the saw cut area and check the membrane for failure. Refer to
Step 1 in the figure below.
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STEP 4 – TRIM AND REMOVE MEMBRANE
Trim and remove membrane with sharp knife or saw if necessary. Refer to Step 2 in the figure
below.

STEP 5 – CLEAN OUT AND SANDBLAST
Remove any foreign material and sandblast the concrete deck area that was below the
membrane. Refer to Step 2 in the figure above.
STEP 6 – DRY AREA
Dry the repair area using compressed air or, if needed, a weed burner. If using a weed burner,
be careful not to overheat the concrete or burn the adjacent bituminous.
STEP 7 – BROOM ON RUBBERIZED ASPHALT
Heat Uniroyal 6125 to 445°F. Broom or trowel the rubberized asphalt on the repair area at a
thickness not to exceed 1/16”. Note: The material can only be worked for about 30 seconds
after initial placement. Refer to Step 3 in the figure below.
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STEP 8– COAT JOINTS
Coat vertical joints with tack material.
STEP 9– PLACE BITUMINOUS
Place bituminous and roll to desired height. Allow cooling until ready for traffic. Refer to Step 4
in the figure below.

4.2.7 BITUMINOUS PATCHES – TEMPORARY REPAIR ONLY
Temporary repairs performed by maintenance forces, where rapid restoration of riding surface is
required, may simply consist of filling the pot holes or spalls with hot or cold mix bituminous.
Bituminous patches are relatively inexpensive in cost and easy to place. However, be aware
that bituminous patches may actually accelerate deterioration of surrounding concrete.
Maintenance Field Note:
This work is typically performed as a short term repair prior to an upcoming repair contract.
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Cold mix bituminous is used for emergency and cold weather repairs when concrete patches
cannot be properly repaired, and a reasonably smooth riding surface must be maintained.
Bituminous should be removed and replaced with concrete where a permanent repair is
necessary as soon as possible.
Bituminous patches may be used to extend deck life until:
•
•
•
•

A protective overlay system is placed
A bituminous overlay is placed
The entire deck is repaired with concrete
The deck is replaced

Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Bituminous
Patches is charged to Source Type Code 2101 Light Patching or 2103 Heavy Patching and
the Bridge Project ID.
4.2.7.1 Criteria and Frequency
As needed for temporary repair only. Be aware that bituminous patches may accelerate the
deterioration of surrounding concrete.
4.2.7.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Face Shield
Sandblasting Hood
Eye, Ear, Hand, and Foot Protection
Dust Mask
Tyvek Coveralls
Supplied Air
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Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Concrete Saw w/Potable Water
Leaf Blower
Bituminous Equipment
Demolition Equipment
Sandblasting Equipment
Oil-Jacketed Melting Kettle
Pavement Removal Equipment

Material:
•

Bituminous (MnDOT Spec 2360)

4.2.7.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – CLEAN AREA
Blow repair area with compressed air to remove any loose material, or debris. Remove as
much water as possible from the repair area.
Maintenance Field Note:
This type of repair should only be used as a temporary repair to restore ride quality prior to a
repair project. Be aware that bituminous patches can actually accelerate the deterioration of
surrounding concrete.
STEP 2 – PLACE BITUMINOUS
Place the bituminous in the repair area in approximately 2” lifts.
STEP 3 – LEVEL LIFT
Spread out material and level as best as possible. Reapply in 2” lifts, until the repair area is
filled.
STEP 4 – COMPACT
When hole is filled, apply a small crown to repair area to allow for additional compaction. Tamp
or wheel roll for the final time and open to traffic.

4.3 CURB, SIDEWALK AND BARRIER – PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
A common problem pertaining to curbs, sidewalks, and barrier is the potential for corrosion
damage from deck runoff. Bridge barrier and gutter lines often hold higher concentrations of rain
and snow and are constantly attacked by salt spray from passing vehicles. This moisture and
salt environment can cause deterioration of the bridge barrier, reinforcing steel and steel
anchorages.
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Preventive maintenance is performed to prolong the life of these elements. Preventive
maintenance for curb, sidewalk and barrier includes crack sealing, joint sealing and barrier
sealing. Sealing cracks on the sidewalk, curb and barrier is typically performed in conjunction
with the deck crack sealing operation. Refer to Section 4.1.2 DECK CRACK SEALING. Sealing
sidewalk joints and the joint between the barrier and the bridge deck is performed using the
same process as is used to seal the poured joints on the deck. Refer to Chapter 5 Section 5.3.1
POURED DECK JOINT SEALING.

4.3.1 CONCRETE BARRIER SEALING
Concrete barrier sealing consists of applying a sealant on the barrier to protect the concrete
from harsh chemicals and prolong its life.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Concrete
Barrier and Rail Sealing is charged to Source Type Code 2844 Bridge Concrete Barrier and
Rail Sealing and the Bridge Project ID.
4.3.1.1 Criteria and Frequency
Barriers should be resealed every seven years or as needed.
4.3.1.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
High Visibility Soft Cap
Gloves (refer to SDS)
Respirator (refer to SDS)
Eye, Ear, and Foot Protection
Sandblasting Hood
Supplied Air

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Sandblasting (heavy scale) or Pressure Washing (light scale) Equipment
Paint Rollers
Power Source
Air Compressor
2.5 HP Paint Sprayer

Material:
•
•
•

Sandblasting Media (if sandblasting)
Concrete Sealer (TK Products TriSheen or BASF Thorosheen)
Potable Water
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4.3.1.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
MnDOT Employees: Refer to the Bridge Rail Safety Directive 13-001 on the internal MnDOT
website.
Verify compatibility of the proposed sealer with the existing surface finish or sealer that is
currently on the barrier.
STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM.
STEP 3 – PREPARE THE SURFACE
Sandblast or water blast using a pressure washer equipped with a rotating nozzle to clean and
prepare the surface. Blow with compressed air to remove excess water from the surface prior
to sealing.

STEP 4 – APPLY CONCRETE SEALER
Apply sealer using rollers or a sprayer. If a sprayer is used to apply the concrete sealer, use a
sprayer capable of producing a minimum of 3500 psi.
Apply sealant at the rate specified by the manufacturer to the top and traffic side of the barrier to
protect the barrier from traffic spray. The back side of the barrier may be sealed for aesthetic
reasons.
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4.4 CURB, SIDEWALK, AND BARRIER – REACTIVE MAINTENANCE
A common problem associated with bridge barrier is impact damage from vehicular collisions. A
substandard or damaged bridge barrier may not be able to fulfill its primary purpose to confine
out of control vehicles and prevent vehicles from leaving the bridge deck.

4.4.1 SIDEWALK, CURB & BARRIER PATCH REPAIRS
For maintenance repairs to concrete sidewalks, trails and curbs on bridges, follow concrete
deck repair procedures identified in Section 4.2.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Bridge Barrier Repairs
are charged to Source Type Code 2819 Bridge Curb, Walk, and Railing and the Bridge Project ID.

4.4.1.1 Criteria and Frequency
Complete repairs for existing bridge barrier that has been damaged or has deteriorated to an
unsafe condition.
4.4.1.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Gloves (refer to SDS)
Dust Mask
Eye, Ear, and Foot Protection
Sandblasting Hood
Supplied Air
Tyvek Coveralls

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Concrete Equipment
Staging Equipment
Sandblasting Equipment
Power Source
Demolition Equipment
Power Source

Material:
•
•
•

Rebar (Consult Bridge Office)
Forms
Ready Mix Concrete (Consult Bridge Office)
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4.4.2 CONCRETE POST AND RAIL

Prior to performing the repair, check with the historical register / SHPO office to determine if
there are any historical features of the post or rail system that need to be preserved.
Maintenance Field Note:
Maintenance projects do not have to meet minimum safety requirements of repair contracts
per Bridge Preservation and Improvement Guidelines (BPIG), but it is recommended.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Concrete Post
and Rail Repairs are charged to Source Type Code 2819 Bridge Curb, Walk, and Railing and
the Bridge Project ID.
4.4.2.1 Criteria and Frequency
Complete repairs for existing bridge barrier that has been damaged or has deteriorated to an
unsafe condition.
4.4.2.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Gloves (refer to SDS)
Dust Mask
Eye, Ear, and Foot Protection
Sandblasting Hood
Supplied Air
Tyvek Coveralls

Equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Concrete Equipment
Staging Equipment
Sandblasting Equipment
Power Source
Demolition Equipment
Power Source
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Material:
•
•
•

Rebar (Consult Bridge Office)
Forms
Ready Mix Concrete (Consult Bridge Office)

4.4.2.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – PLAN THE WORK
The following steps represent a typical repair process. Consult the Bridge Office Regional
Bridge Construction Engineer and the District Bridge Engineer or Agency Bridge Engineer prior
to commencing any work. Replacing sections of barrier will require a plan.
Follow any necessary permitting and environmental guidelines.
Obtain all required equipment and materials.
STEP 2 – SET TRAFFIC CONTROL
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM if required.
STEP 3 – MARK THE EXTENTS OF REPAIRS
Refer to Section 4.2.1 Concrete Deck Evaluation for procedures to determine the limits of
concrete removal. Mark the areas with spray paint.
STEP 4 – STAGING
Hang staging so the damaged barrier can safely be removed.
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STEP 5 – SAW CUT MARKED AREAS
Saw cut the damaged barrier section that needs to be replaced. Care should be taken during
the saw cutting to prevent damage or cutting into the reinforcing steel. Take appropriate
measures for dust control.
STEP 6 – REMOVE UNSOUND CONCRETE
Restrict removal procedures so as not to damage the structure.
Boyer 30 guns are commonly used to remove unsound concrete following the saw cut.
Remove concrete to a minimum depth directly below the top reinforcing bars or until the
exposed surface is sound concrete. Take appropriate measures for dust control.
Keep in mind the following precautions when performing concrete removal:
•
•

Pointed bits should be used with caution.
Boyer guns should not be run on the same area in a patch for any length of time,
because this fractures the sound concrete below and around the removal areas.

Maintenance Field Note:
The ‘trigger’ mechanism of the Boyer gun should not be pulled unless the tool’s point is
resting against the surface of the deck or concrete you are trying to remove. Activating the
Boyer gun without the tool point pushing against a surface rapidly wears out internal parts of
the rivet buster.
STEP 7 – PREPARE THE REPAIR AREA FOR PATCHING
Remove the delaminated concrete and blast compressed air into the repair area to remove all
remaining unsound or fractured concrete. Sandblast all exposed corroded reinforcing bars to
remove corrosion. Remove all spent sand and debris by air blasting the repair area again.
Take appropriate measures for dust control.
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STEP 8 – REPAIR REBAR
Sandblast any corroded rebar and straighten any bent reinforcing steel.
Repair existing exposed epoxy coated reinforcement as needed with epoxy paint.
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STEP 9 – PLACE SUPPLEMENTAL REINFORCING STEEL
Remove and replace deteriorated reinforcing steel and/or supplement with additional reinforcing
steel as shown in the plan within the repair area. Match in-place bar size. Drill into sound
concrete and epoxy in reinforcing steel or tie onto sound rebar with a minimum 6” lap. Paint the
ends of any existing reinforcing steel that was cut.

STEP 8 – BUILD AND ATTACH FORMS
Build forms suitable for the type of barrier that will be repaired or replaced. Formwork must be
designed for the repair. Refer to the MnDOT Bridge Construction Manual, Chapter 200 for more
information. As an example, the forms shown in the picture below were constructed to simulate
the concrete post and rail system.
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STEP 11 – MIX CONCRETE PATCH
Contact the Agency Bridge Engineer or Regional Bridge Construction Engineer for a suitable
mix design. After determining the proper concrete mix design, take measurements to determine
quantity in order to notify a certified concrete plant and place an order.
STEP 12 – PREPARE SURFACE
Immediately prior to placing new concrete, the in-place concrete surface shall be sand blasted
and then thoroughly cleaned with air blasting. The air system shall have a suitable oil trap in the
air supply line between the storage tank and the nozzle. MnDOT compressors have this oil trap
built in them. Take appropriate measures for dust control.
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STEP 13 – WET AREA
Wet the surface of the in-place concrete that will be in contact with new concrete.
STEP 14 – APPLY GROUT
Prior to placing the new concrete, coat the in-place concrete with the bonding grout.
The surface of the in-place concrete that will be in contact with new concrete should be wetted
and coated with bonding grout just before placing the new concrete. There has been research
within MnDOT to increase the set time and durability of bagged 3U18. The only bonding agent
recommended for this application is clean water.
The grout shall consist of equal parts by weight of Portland cement and sand (sand may be
omitted) mixed with sufficient water to form a slurry whose consistency is such that it can be
applied with a stiff brush or broom to the in-place concrete, in a thin even coating that will not
run or puddle in low spots. The grout slurry should not be so stiff that it forms globules when
applied. The rate of progress in applying the grout slurry should be such that it does not
become dry before it is covered with the new concrete.
STEP 15 – PLACE AND FINISH CONCRETE
Place concrete into the repair area. Vibrate the concrete and strike off the repair area. Care
should be taken not to over-vibrate the concrete.
See Section 4.2.3.4 for Best Practices on Finishing and Curing.
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STEP 16 – PROVIDE CONCRETE SAMPLES (IF NECESSARY)
For large scale barrier repairs, cast cylinders in conjunction with the concrete pour to facilitate
strength testing.
The green Concrete Cylinder Identifification Card must accompany every cylinder submitted to
the Laboratory. The card must contain all data requested. Place the card inside an envelope
provided for this purpose and then insert into the bag with the cylinder.
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STEP 17 – CURE CONCRETE (IF NECESSARY)
See Section 4.2.3.4 for Best Practices on Finishing and Curing.
For patches repaired with Ready Mix Concrete, spray the repair areas with an approved
membrane curing compound.
The repair may require insulation in cool weather in order to fully cure.
STEP 18 – STRIP FORMS
Concrete forms may be stripped following complete cure.
STEP 19 – APPLY SPECIAL SURFACE FINISH
Apply special surface finish according to the manufacturer’s recommendations on all exposed
faces of the concrete barrier.

4.4.3 GUARDRAIL CONNECTIONS
A structural plate beam guardrail is often fastened directly to the moving portion of a bridge. In
some cases it has become evident that movement is completely restricted.
Maintenance Field Note:
Document accomplishments and ensure all Labor, Equipment and Material for Guardrail
Repairs are charged to Source Type Code 2210 Guardrail and the Bridge Project ID.
4.4.3.1 Criteria and Frequency
If movement is restricted, the guardrail should be repositioned.
The goal is to provide 1/16 to 1/8 inch clearance to allow for movement of the bridge.
When the bolts in the slotted holes are at their limit of movement, the guardrail connection
should be removed and repositioned accordingly.
4.4.3.2 Equipment and Materials
Personal Protection Equipment:
•
•
•

High Visibility Safety Vest
Hard Hat
Eye, Ear, and Foot Protection

Equipment:
•
•

Traffic Control Devices
Wrench Set

Material:
•

No Materials Required
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4.4.3.3 Procedure and Best Practices
STEP 1 – PREPARE WORK ZONE
Set traffic control as per Section 1.5.1 of the BMM if required.
Obtain all required equipment and materials.
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STEP 2 – REPOSITION GUARDRAIL
See the following diagram for a suggested bolting detail to allow 1/16 to 1/8 inch clearance for
movement.
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